




- ‘Runtime’ / Business logic

- What are the changes that are 

agreed upon?

- Transactions, balances, 

contracts etc. all abstracted

- Safety and liveness

- How do we agree on what changes to 

include

- Game-theoretically sound 

incentivization scheme



Tension

generalised specialized

flexibility
optimization



-   Single-app optimised state machine

- Attack surface of VM is smaller

-   Not dependent on platform governance

-   Not bound to platform limitations

-   Loss of access to data on other chains

-   Building a blockchain from scratch
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Parachains



BridgesParachains



- 0x Protocol  

- Aragon  

- ChainX  

- Ocean Protocol  

- Edgeware 

… and more











 Staked Finality with $3M security

  Staked Finality with $10M security



  Staked Finality with $3M security - validator set misbehaved

  Staked Finality with $10M security







● Referenda

● Adaptive quorum biasing

● Council

● Lock-voting  Hodler Bonus

● Delayed enactments

● Treasury

● Delegated voting  Planned
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Turnout
Ayes to carry
(Voting) 

Ayes to carry
(Electorate)

1% 91% 0.9%

5% 82% 4%

20% 69% 14%

50% 59% 29%

aye * √turnout > nay  Positive turnout bias



● Referenda

● Adaptive quorum biasing

● Council

● Lock-voting ‘Hodler Bonus’

● Delayed enactments

● Treasury

● Delegated voting  Planned

Votes = Tokens * Weeks  Max. 12 weeks





-   Single-app optimised state machine

- Attack surface of VM is smaller

-   Not dependent on platform governance

-   Not bound to platform limitations

-   Loss of access to data on other chains

-   Building a blockchain from scratch



Substrate is an open source, extensible framework for 
building blockchains.

It is modular.

It allows hot-upgrades of 
the internal runtime 
through WebAssembly.

Substrate Core

Substrate SRML

Substrate Node

Polkadot Core





libp2p

CONSENSUS

WEBASSEMBLY

Written in Rust

Built into both Wasm & native

Wasm stored on-chain

Written in Rust

Built into native

RUNTIME



WebAssembly interpreter

✔

✘



Polkadot: 

Substrate

Polkadot Protocol “Ethernet”

Substrate       Software “PC”
















